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It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Turned out
great! If you can find a digital picture of it, I can put it on a clock face. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in
or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. January in Chrysler. Those of you joining us from that topic are
welcome to continue your discussion. If you're new to this topic, you may want to follow the
above link for additional archived posts. Tagged: Chrysler Chrysler M Sedans. January My
dealer is about 50 miles from home, and I wasn't thrilled with the service there at any rate.
Thanks in advance. I can tell from your post Texas modest!!! Does that mean we're soft core?
Do we have to get to XXX to be fully hard core??? Do we combine the attributes of both gray
and black? I wonder why green isn't mentioned? My M is silver, with roof hole, spoiler, chrome
Razorstars, big stereo. I have had a couple of Voyagers in the last ten years, and that has to be
one of the most incredible statements I have read on any posting board. Were you kidding, It
didn't seem like you were, but since no one else has responded they either didn't read it, chose
to ignore it, or thought it was to ridiculous to respond to. Where the heck is everyone at, since
they moved the board over to XX, the posts have fallen way off. Oh well, had the borla installed
Saturday, there is a resonating humm at rpm, I don't mind it too much but my wife sure noticed
it. Oh well like she said, its your car. Somebody on the board racefan? Sorry, I don't have a URL
for you, but maybe someone else has it bookmarked. No more low hum at cruise. Same noise is
there but when accelerating. Behaves like it should, sounds pleasant and Wife is happy, the
main issue. Anyone ordering one should get them installed at Borla. They are a 3" long tube, the
dia of the inside of the pipe. One is installed after the first muffler at the outlet end and the other
between the second and third muffler. Both at the joint. Borla claims no flow degradation and
from my somewhat limited knowledge of acoustic physics I tend to agree. My installer
commented that the system was too open for the size of the engine. Thanks, race, that was the
reference I was thinking of for the Borla hum issue. That's where I bought mine, too, but I
haven't used their service dept. Nothing has needed fixing! My M seems to have been repaired
alignment, bad window motor, and loose wiper arm correctly by them and, so far, they have
been friendly and courteous every time I've had any dealings with their service department.
They even throw in a free car wash when they service your car. I have a '99 M with 17k. I've had
the tires balanced three times under warranty and still have the problem. Service Manager at my
dealership referred me to the manufacturer for resolution of this problem. Claims that Good
year 17" tires have been troublesome. Has anybody else had this problem? Monday afternoon
both front window motors failed on my I will take the car in next week when it's not my turn to
drive the carpool. But this morning it was a bit chilly here so I used the butt warmer. Later I tried
my window and it worked. When I left the office I got the bright idea to have my passenger try
the window it didn't work then turn on the butt warmer and try the window again. It worked. So
can anybody tell me how the window is connected to the seats? I guess I'm the only one with
Good Years that behave. I've had the tires rotated, and still haven't had any problems yet. I
make it a point to drive as fast as I can yea right. Actually, I haven't noticed any problems at any
speed. This car definitely requires more effort to keep in a straight line though. It's not
alignment because if I'm in the left lane it drifts left. In the right lane it drifts right. Maybe it's a
side effect of the extra wide stance of this car. Grunschev, You might try lubing the inside
rubber mouldingthat presses against the top inside if the window. I had the same problem with
my Intrepid in the summer and thought I had the dreded window motor disease. It turned out
that the motor has kind of a built in circuit breaker? I gave the window a light rap near the top,
turned the ignition off for a few minutes and voila! Thats what caused the problem on mine,
since I lubed the rubber it has not happened again. If you live in a warm place and get frequent
washes, try Lowering the windows a tad after the wash. No you are not the only one. My
Goodyears have not had the dreaded vibration problem. I rotated the tires myself and still no
vibration. Life is good. Grunschev, I do have to work on Saturday so my chances of meeting you
are very slim. Still trying. I use my butt warmers almost every night, but will have to check the
window thing. There is a thought, maybe the car thinks if it is cold enough to use the seat
heaters you should not be having the windows open so it will not let you freeze yourself.
Expecting a freeze tonight what ever that is racefan, ever since the XX was added it is a little
harder to get on. It's too good to be true, come on over I have had my year old I to two dealers
on several occasions because the car drifts slightly to the right. They have re-aligned the car
and rotated the tire and it still happens. Their diagnosis -- road crowning! Has anyone else had
this problem? What was the fix? Do this test yourself. It requires a second jack. Remove the
right tire. Remove the left tire. Swap them. If the car now pulls left, it's the tire. Move that tire to
the back right side. If the car still pulls right, it's something in the car. If car stills pulls right,
then return to the dealer. If it's gone, It's the tires for sure. Have the dealer replace them. But
thanks for coming to our rescue. I wonder if Edmunds would let us start another M forum?

Whaddya think? Ok now, everyone sing along with me Someone had to sing it! Racefan9's m.
Nice try, but I don't think my window failures match what you're saying. I haven't washed the car
in at least 2 months. I use the windows almost every day. The windows worked on Friday, didn't
work on Monday and Tuesday. Wednesday morning I used the butt warmer and when I tried the
window again it worked. Wednesday afternoon I had my passenger try the window fail , turn on
the seat heater, try the window again success. No tapping on the glass. No secret incantation.
Before I get castigated for abusing my M by not washing it, let me say this: It almost never rains
here and my car is garaged at home and at work. I promise I'll wash it this weekend it rained this
week. That's ok. My M is dirty, but doesn't look it from afar. You may mean "castrated", but I
mean "castigated". If you want to castrate me you'll have to catch me first, and I won't be so
easy as that broken down Grand Am you beat. My M had a pull to the right when I bought it used
mile Now it tracks straight and true on flat pavement, but it has a very slight drift or pull on
crowned roads, toward the low side of the crown usually right. Its not really enough to be
objectionable, I just notice the steering wheel is slightly off center on crowned roads. But then, I
don't consider the road noise problem much of a problem either Webster and tell him the news
Ain't gonna' work dude! You're not gonna' goad me into a petty argument. I'm wise to your
tricks. Good luck with your new venture. I hope you get lots of followers. Here's the best way to
insure you don't miss anything on the various M message boards. Just washed it and applied
some Z6. Last time Z2 was used about 6 months ago. I've only had my '01 LHS since
Thanksgiving. What with garaging and all I haven't had to wash the inside windows yet when
I've washed the car. That is a loooooonnngg reach to do the inside windshield - I know you
M-guys have the same problem. Does anyone have any tips to offer? Thanks for your time. Been
a while since I've been to the forum here I miss 'seeing' you in the chatroom s and hope that
you'll think about restoring the 'electronic' connection between us, and we are NOT controlling
members.. I just want you to know that I'm still your friend whatever decision you're comfortable
with. Hope al is well with you, too. As for window sticking problems, I've noticed the same
sticking window thing. Is this an adjustment problem for the rubber 'wiper' or an undocumented
feature, ".. I too have the sticky windows; will have to try lubricating them with something. Four
faces were mailed to three people today, one an LHS owner. My just turned , and I don't have
any complaints. It's fast enough, goes straight, doesn't vibrate, and the windows go up and
down on demand. I do have a road trip story. For me, the greatest enjoyment of this car is to go
places in it. I know at least some of you guys live in Florida, so you may find it amusing. From
north Florida to Miami and back to deliver a friend to the Miami airport. A simple 1-day deal in a
m. The trip was strange to the point of being surreal. Miami is a very entertaining place
comprised, apparently, of people determined to drive very fast, regardless of conditions, and an
equal number of people equally determined to drive very slow. The two groups appear to be
totally unaware of each other. We saw a mentally-challenged gentleman at a busy Biscayne
Blvd. A woman in Coral Gables made a U-turn accross 4 lanes of traffic from a parking space.
People sitting in their cars behind a red traffic light, furiously blowing their horns while having
animated conversations on their cell phones. Strangers in a strange land. The trip home was the
most memorable. Imagine, if you will, entering I from Sunrise Blvd. Numerous signs, with
varying degrees of success, forbid trucks, which outnumber cars from using the left, 3rd lane.
So, we have the extreme right lane doing seventy or so, then the center lane, the truck fast lane ,
at around eighty, and the third lane doing literally whatever the traffic would bear. The highest I
saw in that lane was eighty-seven, but there were cars twenty feet behind me impatiently waiting
for me to get out of the way. The posted speed limit is 60 and the county cop in the right lane
seemed only to be concerned with surviving to the next exit. This, mind you, is at in the
afternoon on Thursday. I can't imagine what it's like at, say, The road surface is upholstered
with lurid skid marks about every hundred yards, most going diagonally accross three or more
lanes of traffic, testament to the mayhem this kind of situation can produce at a moment's
notice. Add to this mix, four hapless souls in a twenty year-old Nee-sonn pickup piled higher
than the cab with what can only be described as dumpster food tied down with old clothes line.
The rear bumper, fastened only on one side, ocasionally drags on the pavement and looks
determined to fall off any minute. They're probably running flat-out at fifty, and steadfastly
refuse to give up the center lane. Occasionally, the whole procession will slow suddenly to 35
for no apparent reason, then ease back up to a more suicidal pace again. Every five miles or so,
two or more tow trucks idle on the shoulder, apparently on standby for the inevitable.
Permanent signs abound ordering us to move 'accident vehicles' out of the traffic flow. This
circus continues unabated for nearly fifty miles until we are well north of West Palm. I have
always regarded my testicles as more or less the same size as most other guys' when it comes
to driving fast, but this thrill ride suggests to me that I could easily earn a black belt in
wimp-ness, with a whitest-knuckle badge. My M has convinced me that it is the ideal instrument

for any activity involving a road. Alas, I have found a situation for which it is entirely unsuited.
To place a M in this sort of peril borders on criminal neglegence. Nosiree, what you want here is
a rusted-out '85 Galaxie four door with caterpillar-blade bumpers, good seat belts, and nothing
to lose. The rest of my trip could be called relatively uneventful if you disregard the state
trooper who passed me twice as if I were standing still, once while I was doing eighty, once at
seventy-five. On both occasions he suddenly jumped on the brakes, did a magnificent
half-donut in the grass median, and hammered off in pursuit of someone in the opposing lanes
commiting a worse misdemeanor than I. Those of us who frequently travel I near Daytona are
aware that the interstate lies directly beneath the final approach path for the Daytona airport. It
is not unusual to observe large aircraft crossing the highway at three hundred feet or so. As a
licenced pilot, I confess that I cannot resist such a sight, and as I drove past this point, I
glanced up. There, to my astonishment, or more piston-engined horsepower gloriously
bellowing, was a perfectly restored B, authentic Army Air Corps colors and all. No bullet holes
that I could see, but perhaps it was too far away. Back home, pushing buttons on the overhead
console, everything normal, miles, Just a simple trip from north Florida to Miami and back. That
was funny! I live in Fort Lauderdale. Drive to Orlando quite offen. People wonder why? I'm one
of those Get out of my way, while you'll doing 85 people. I avoid 95 if I can. I take the Turnpike.
AT pm, Don't even think about leaving work, in the Miami area. You will be in trafic for hours! I
work In the other direction, Boca Raton. Thanks god for that. Just picked up my new 01 M
yesterday so I'm new to this! Anyway, got it for 42 bucks under invoice This may sound weird
but A type of wax? I see it mentioned a lot. Welcome to the extended family and congratulations
on your purchase. I personally consider anything under invoice to be a good deal, so I think you
did well. We want details, details, colors, options, etc. Zaino is indeed a type of wax, the
personal choice of almost everyone here. It is a little more. They make a full line of polish and
paint care products, tire and leather dressings. As one of our group once said, "If you try it once
you'll want everything they make" maybe slightly paraphrased. I commute from north-west
Miami up to Ft Lauderdale area. My Grand Prix GTP with its instant torque and a smarter tranny
was better suited for this kind of commute. All of a sudden fist size rocks started falling out of
the truck. I managed to swerve around most of them but a couple clipped me. I miss NY
parkways where trucks are not allowed to go. I though you worked in west palm? No wonder I
havn't seen you on the turnpike. Also had to avoid a lawn trucks falling palm tree branches one
day. Gota love the M ability to get out of the way. Hey Foto, good to see your post. I had the
pleasure of meeting Foto in the parking outside a small strip mall in Cincinnati several weeks
ago. I came out of the dry cleaners and there was another M parked next to my Platinum Foto
was sitting in it and we had a good talk. It was amazing to find out that we both frequent the
Edmunds Town Hall site. We shared stories about how fast we can take the curves on I between
Knoxville and Ashville. Hope you had a good return trip to FL. Sign In or Register to comment. It
looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. May edited March in Chrysler. Talk about
problems and share any solutions here. May Anyone else have this problem? The outdoor
temperature indicator occasionally gets stuck, so far at either 74 or 76 degrees. I originally
thought that this was the temp of the garage which is unlikely, as it is un-cooled , and then it
doesn't notice the change. On longer drives, it usually gets un-stuck at some point, but I haven't
noticed a pattern. Guess I'll have them check this out when the fix for pulling to the right comes
in. Yes, I have had the same problem 5 separate times. The dealer has my car for a transmission
problem and have told me that they have not been able to duplicate this problem, thus they
have not fixed it. As far as they are concerned it is not a problem because they are calling a no
fault found. This is my first ever Chrysler and I hope this is not typical Chrysler service. Right
now my C has been with Chrysler for 20 days out of the 49 that I have "owned" it. Transmission
speed sensor internal to the transmission has failed and the transmission has defaulted to
second gear. Part is on back order with no date from Chrysler as to when the part will be in or
when my car will be fixed. AM reception is very poor and they have already replaced the AM
modulator did not fix and now they are waiting for a new antenna base to see if it will fix the
problem. Also, outside temp reading locks onto a setting and does not update until 15 or 20
minutes into a drive. Chrysler tells me that they can't duplicate this while it has been in their
hands so they can't fix it, they told me to bring it in again when it happens. Please let me know if
you are having these same problems. The input and output speed sensors were a major first
year build problem on the M. It took many warranty claims to get DC to get the part
manufacturer back on track. I recommend that you do what I have done, and when they become
available at the dealer buy an extra set and keep em in the glove box along with a diagram of
where they go so the AAA guy can put them in when they quit next time. I never had em quit on

me, but I changed them out as preventive maintenance on my 2nd tranny service. I still got the
spares tho. Hope your problem is an aberration and not the start of a wave. Mike, Thanks for the
info and advice. Tough part now is I am told that the sensors with this new transmission have
been moved to the interior of the housing and they can no longer be removed and replaced
without pulling the transmission apart. Time will tell where this is headed? If that is true,instead
of a half hour fix it might be days. Hope it is rare to say the least. June Anyone else have a not
starting problem? Intermittant problem, took 10 tries over a few hours to start the car. Then the
problem went away. The car was serviced and a broken module was found and replace I am
waiting to see if the problem returns on a more permanent basis as these cars are beautiful and
who wants to have it in the garage. Bought a C a month ago.. Satin Jade, very cool
Unfortunately, has been in the shop most of the time due to faulty coolant temp. Intermentially
drops to zero and engine cooling fan comes on. Happen to anyone else? Also does pull to the
right! Thanks for the info!! I learned my lesson when I bought a mazda ES for my wife. She loved
the car, and it was quick, quiet and comfortable, but it was plagued with electrical problems and
a tranny that would not kick down unless you hammered it. That was the first year of that new
model. Right now I would love to get a C, but I'm waiting at least a year for them to sort out all
the gremlins you guys are talking about. It shouldn't happen with a car costing around 35K, but
it does. Has anyone had there thermometer problem fixed? I would like to know what the
problem is. Just bought a C for my wife three weeks ago. She puts allot of miles on her cars so
this has racked up over miles already. Just blew warm air. The gap is growing bigger by the day.
This is the first domestic car I have owned and given the our experience with it in the past three
weeks I am growing very very very nervous. My dealer - 6 stars in my mind - told me that all of
the fuses in the trunk come not installed. Well, sorta but not pushed all the way in. If you have
any issues, quick check to see if they are seated properly. E-mail him and have him forward my
e-mail to you. It never changes. New model, same old crap! Having them take half your car apart
trying to solve the problem won't help because they have NO clue what they're looking for! Had
my C in for several problems including the outside temp, C could not duplicate the problem and
thus could not fix it. I have had the car back for a week now and have not seen this problem pop
up again yet. I wish I had some advice for you but until it comes up again I just have to assume
it's fixed? Is anyone else having this problem? Did you have an electrical problem that they
corrected by doing this? I posted recently where my red airbag warning light would stay on
along with the "passenger air bag off" light occasionally. I took it to 5 star and of course they
initially found nothing. The first bad vibe I received was when the grease monkey tech came to
talk with me and stated that"gee this was the first time I sat in a much less worked on one". In
his infinite wisdom he told me that he was told the "passenger air bag off" light should be on
unless there is someone in the seat. I let him know in a somewhat disgusted tone that he was
told wrong. Anyway, he went back inside to attempt to find the problem. About 20 minutes later,
the asst. He told me that they found numerous error codes and that they had no info as to what
to do. I was told that they would literally have to spend numerous hours on the phone with
Chrysler to fix the problems. I said that as far as I was concerned, there was only one problem,
my air bag light. I was told that was an obvious problem but the computer is showing many
more. Here we go. It sounds like this is a deal whereas I would have been better off leaving well
enough alone. I am so concerned that they will screw other things up. Anyway, I have an
appointment for Thursday. Of course, I had to remind the dealer that they have to give me a
loaner car since that is part of Chryslers commitment to the The icing on the cake was when I
got back into the car and discovered that thegrease monkey couldn't care less about dirtying
my carpet and kicking the sill plate getting in and out of the car. Nothing lit or on, dark, dead.
Checked the fuse in the trunk! Hmmm So I asked the service mgr and he then told me about the
fuses being not completely installed when delivered. At least my service people are honest. My
car was built on May 25th and was in Inspection until June 9th before it shipped. Can not
confirm, but my thinking is Chrysler held onto it to make sure they weren't sending out a car
with any known problems. It takes another 2 weeks to get it to the dealership here in the Kansas
City area. Let's hope that it shows up without any of the problems listed in this forum. And no
new ones. I just bought a C on June 1. I didn't really notice any pulling until this weekend, and it
seems to be rather severe. Did anyone else who has the pulling problem experience it from Day
1, or did it progressively worsen? Also, where can I go to find the TSB description? Where can
you find the build information for the car? Any help will be appreciated!! Near the bottom of the
sticker you are looking at on the door you will see the letters "MDH" and then a series of
numbers. That is "month, day, hour" - 2 numeric digits each. I test drove two different c's and
really liked the feel of the car all around. While driving under forty mph, the steering and
handling always felt great. When I drove over forty mph, if I hit a bump in the road the steering
wheel shimmied very quickly back and forth. Even though I never felt the car loose control, the

shimmy made me feel less secure about the car's road hugging ability. On the first test drive,
the salesman said I was the second person to tell him this. I went to another dealer and found
the same thing happened again. Does anyone else have a similar experience? Anyone know
why this is happening? I drive an Audi A6 2. I've driven many other cars and did not get the
"shimmy in the wheel" effect. When hitting bumps, alot of times you feel the back end skip or
move over, without a shimmy in the steering. The c's I drove stayed planted to the road, but the
shimmy in the steering was there. Something needs to be addressed there, it sounds like the
car needs a better steering linkage. Bottom line for me on my test drive was the car hugs the
road, but the shimmy made the car feel like it was loosing control. I know you are used to it , but
it shouldn't be there. I have about miles on my C now. At first, I freaked and though that it was
exterior metal hitting something. Luckily, nothing was interfering. After playing with this more, I
have noticed that the top hinge is making the noise or at least is the major item near the noise.
Dealer will check it out on Tuesday next week but has anyone else noticed this door pop? Any
guesses on what it is? I think perhaps a slightly miss aligned hinge Thanks for the comments.
Part of this may be attributable to Chrysler's unibody construction, which transmits more road
feel than some people are accustomed to. Also, IIRC, the doesn't have speed-sensitive power
steering, so the amount of power-assist doesn't vary. That may also contribute to the shimmy
effect. I've had quite the experience in the 1st few weeks after buying my C. Car pulled to the
right. Locar 5 star said "crown in the road" I brought to their attention there was a TSB on it.
Their fix was an alignment. They made no mention of the cam bolt issue. Car still pulls but not
as bad. Cd player reads "error' when it get to the end of a cd and ejects it. They aledgedly
played 6 cd's and couldn't reproduce it. I had to go down to the dealership and show their
lackies myself. They weren't playing the cd to last song where problem occurs. They said they
would have to order a new radio and it would take weeks to get. Asked if they would upgrade it
to a 6 dics chamger if I paid the difference. They said they were "not allowed" to do this by
Chrysler. Outside Temp readout gets stuck at They said they could not duplicate it. Drove back
while it was happening, showed the service manager myself on a 85 degree day. Their servce
people looked at it and I picked it up with an invoice stating "problem could not be reproduced"
they stated they were not aware of any other people having this problem. Yesterday, had
sunroof open, and when closed, a 1 in. Took it to dealer today. They had it fixed in less than 2
hours, invoice stated "weatherstipping replace to correct position. Only problem is that the
piece came from well inside the roof and would have required either removing the sunroof or
taking down the headliner to get at. The piece was actually pulled out and not replaced. I have
not gone back to them about that yet. Would like to hear your thoughts on how to approach this.
Part of my problem, I think, is that I did not buy the car from my local dealer who I have been
taking it for service rather that the dealer I purchased it from who is miles away. I would
appreiciate any thought or comments on what I should do, how I should approach the
weatherstipping issue, etc. I would suggest taking your car to another Chrysler dealership in
your area, and explain the problems you are having with the service dept. I would not bring up
where you purchased it unless they do. Then be honest. Just say "With the popularity of the C,
you had to buy form a dealership miles away". And that your looking for a good local dealership
for your long term business. Your experience is exactly why you should purchase from the
dealer you intend to use for service. Why did you purchase miles away? The same reason that
many of us did. It's because we couldn't get what we wanted at our local dealer. I had a problem
with mine and took it to a local dealer, even thought I didn't buy it from them. They fixed the
problem and treated me with respect, the way that any other dealer should, period. If you don't
get it, raise the flag. I purchased my C at a dealership about 60 miles from my house for similar
reasons to Jeep. The closer to home I tried to purchase, the more arrogant the dealers were. I
found a dealership outside the area that was enthusiacstic, appreciative and reasonable just off
the beaten path. There is no excuse for sub-par service by any 5-star dealer regardless of where
the car was purchased. Chrysler pays them the same for the work either way. I would suggest a
complaint to Chrysler about the local dealership. That is BS! Has anyone noticed an audible
sound from the front disc brakes similar to a very soft grind when the brakes are applied. It may
be that they were hot coming off a 40 minute stop and go commute mph. I thought the lower
part of the front bumper was designed to direct cool air to the brakes through venting where the
solid black panels are, in front of each wheel well? Anyone thought of taking a dremmel to the
panels to allow air to pass into the wheel wells. Am I friggin nuts? I think if you look at the
bottom of you're front bumper you will see there are channels about 4 in. A good enough
reason for me to drive mi. I agree that all dealers should treat you the same in a perfect world.
We do not live in such a world. If there is a big price difference between a local dealer and an
out of town one, then that local dealer knows it will probably never get your sales business, so
why knock themselves out on warranty work they don't get full reimbursemnt for? I don't

personally agree with that logic, but I can sure understand how they could feel that way. My
philospohy would be to sell to everyone at a fair price, then treat everyone well in service,
hoping to convince the out of town buyers that it would be worth more to buy it locally because
they are treated so well for service. Build a good long term relationship with each customer. If
the local dealer treats you shabbily for service, the money you saved buying out of town may
well not be worth the increased aggrivation you will suffer or the added cost you will incur by
having to take your car to the selling dealer for service. I would never take a car in for warranty
service to anyone other than the selling dealer unless I was out of town and an emergency
arose. Some of the dealerships that lo-ball on price to customers who live a ways away know
they will never see the cars again, so they can make less on each sale because they will not
have to take the financial hit for warranty work. When I order my new vehicles, I always buy
from the same dealers. Could I save more buying elsewhere? Perhaps, but the service I get is
well worth the extra cost. My Chrysler van is 7. He brings the van back when it is fixed with a
bill, which I then send in a check for. What kind of price can you put on service like that? My
thermometer sticks at whatever the garage temp is. After a few miles it starts to register the
outside temp. It always "kicks in" at the same driving location Anyone else notice the trunk is
kind of difficult to shut on the first try? Needs a handle on the inside. That's about it. Well, if you
put it that way - I guess my thermometer "sticks" too. I just figured it takes a minute or so to
cool off or warm up before it registers correct. My '01 Grand Cherokee therm. Took delivery of
my chrysler limited on May 26 From 1st day car pulled to the right. To me it felt that it didn't
have any toe in as you had to keep steering to go straight. Took it back to the dealer, they drove
but didn't know what to do for it. Took a C off the lot and it also pulled to the right. Still waiting
for a fix. My Chrysler Concorde had a leather strap to pull when closing the trunk. Took an old
belt and made one for my Chrysler It works good. Bob in Mi. Sorry to hear of your problems.
What was the build date on your car before or after April I ordered my car on April Was
delivered to me on May 26, so was built somewhere between those dates. Been waiting for a fix
from chrysler. Thanks for asking. Other than that car is good. You should be refunded the full
price less a per mile charge for the miles you used the car. At least that is how most buybacks
work. Maybe you should offer to have them just replace the car with another one just like it
fresh off the line? I also have the same problem of the thermometer sticking at 73 degrees. What
I noticed though is that if I take the car on the highway, it unsticks relatively quickly. It only
seems to stick on hot days. Maybe that will give us some clues I have a '99 M and its
thermometer does the same thing. I looked at the owners manual and it states that the
thermometer only updates once every 15 minutes when road speed is less than 35 MPH. Above
35 MPH it updates much faster I don't remember the rate. On my M the sensor is mounted to the
radiator bulkhead behind the bumper. I purchased the catalog listed wheel locks for my C. They
went on easy enough, however, the center lug nut cap would not snap flush where the lock was.
Has anyone else had this problem, or do you know of a different part? I figure with the 18"
wheels and the self sealing tires, it would only be a matter of time before a low-life would be
tempted to make them theirs, thus my attempt at securing the wheels. I purchased my C a
couple of weeks ago and have exceeded miles on the odo I had to drive it from the dealership I
made the purchase at in Columbia, SC to my home near Raleigh, NC. Needless to say, I have
spent a lot of time in this vehicle already and am very impressed so far. The ride quality is firm
and sporty, never floaty. The 5. Once it is warmed up, you can't even feel it idle. The
transmission shifts smoothly and the autostick feature is a blast. So far, I have experienced no
problems, issues or annoyances with this car. I am very impressed with this being a first year
car and having the fit and finish that it does have. The interior is tight with no squeaks or rattles
and all the panels are aligned properly with no rough edges. As with any new car model, it's
good to share problems and solutions with everyone else. I will post again if I find something,
but so far my hopes for reliability are being met. I previously had a '97 GTP another 1st year that
had a few minor annoyances but nothing major and ended up being a reliable car for 7 years.
Before someone posts a message completely trashing the reliability of the C, Chrysler or
American cars in general, I would like to say that any car from any manufacturer, regardless of
reputation or price, can be a gem or a lemon. My father in law is taking a substantial loss trading
in his '03 Infiniti G35 highly rated in initial quality and reliability due a major brake problem that
the shop can't diagnose. Thanks for reading. In total there are 5 users online :: 2 registered, 0
hidden and 3 guests based on users active over the past 5 minutes Most users ever online was
on Tue Aug 20, pm Registered users: Bing [Bot] , Google [Bot] Legend: Administrators , Board
of Directors , Charter Members , Club Members , Founding Members , Moderators , Registered
users. Sep and Mon Sep A Hot Mod. Discuss here. What else do you need? You know who you
are. Paid Membership Required. Please keep it constructive. Heh Heh
honda fit 2007 manual

yamaha r6 used for sale

73 87 chevy truck rpo codes

Yeah. That's Funny Right? Who is online. Time: 0. Remember me. Re: Feburary. New Members
A place for new and perspective members to get more information about the club. Club Logo
Merchandise Discussions about logoed merchandise available to club members. Problems and
Complaints Repair Questions and Answers. Shopping and Price Deals Discussion about price
incentives and costs. D Wed Dec 16, am. Event Photos Photos for Events. Re: Hujo
Inconsistencies? Custom Wheels and Tires Wanna put on some cool treads? Re: Uconnect
harness?? Re: Black Chrome Emblems? Engine Cleaning Yes some people clean their engine,
some don't. Spark Plug Changing Get your T torx wrench and come on in! Changing Oil
Everything you need to know about changing the oil on your LH. Black Trim and
Weatherstripping How do you maintain your black trim? Re: Transmission Cooler Leak? Tool
Talk A place to discuss different tools we use to keep our cars running. Politics A place to
discuss the politics of the day. Re: No way!

